What's hot...

Seltzers

Despite an almost 30% reduction in the amount of sugar in soft drinks since 2016,
sugar remains a key health concern, with 70% of consumers now looking for low or nosugar options when choosing soft drinks. This has helped to drive an impressive 176%
growth in the take-home sales of seltzers, this fledgling category is now worth £5.7m
according to the latest Kantar data. Seltzers, which can be simply described as sparkling
water with light fruit flavouring and no added sugar, offer consumers the ‘cold can moment’
they’ve previously got from a sugary drink, with the added benefit of playing to the sustainability
concerns associated with the use of plastic bottles.
The latest expansion of this trend is hard seltzer, where the sparkling water and light fruit flavourings are
combined with alcohol to create a much lighter alternative to beer or wine. Whilst the trend is relatively young in
the UK, the category’s trajectory is likely to follow the rapid growth enjoyed in the US, especially with the on-going restrictions on social drinking in pubs
and clubs giving a noticeable boost to take-home sales of alcohol.
Our new updated Healthy Drinks Buying Guide contains a full list of the seltzer and hard seltzer brands that we stock, but here are a few of our top picks:
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701026 – Ugly Drinks Tropical Flavoured
Sparkling Water, 330ml – RSP £0.99

96407 – Dash Water Sparkling Raspberry
– Multipack, 330ml x 4 – RSP £4.49

92268 – Dalstons Cherry Seltzer,
330ml – RSP £1.09

703693 – Doodles Lightly Sparkling
Blueberry & Apple, 250ml – RSP £1.10

703542 – Something & Nothing Hibiscus
& Rose Seltzer, 250ml – RSP £1.49

703684 – Dona Sofia CBDInfused
Seltzer, 250ml – RSP £2.75

702868 – OTO CBD Botanical Seltzer –
Balance, 250ml – RSP £3.99

701248 – DRTY Hard Seltzer - White
Citrus, 330ml – RSP £2.49

703751 – Keeprs Pear & Ginger
Hard Seltzer, 250ml – RSP £2.99

Order online at www.treeoflife.co.uk, alternatively call: 01782 567120

